Here we want to give a short overview of the numerical implementation of the simulation using Matlab (2016a). When the numerical experiments have been set up different phase retrieval algorithms have been tested as alternating projections (e.g. Gerchberg-Saxton and error-reduction algorithm) and the hybridinput-output algorithm. The results have shown that for our setup, the number of iterations and constraints in use RAAR yielded the best results. Listing 1 shows the minimal implementation of RAAR, which lacks for example the error control. The simulations are sped-up by the use of GPUs. In order to use GPUs more efficiently some data is moved explicitly in the RAM of the GPU e.g. lines 9 and 10. Listing 2 shows the near-filed implementation of RAAR. Only the main differences are shown, these are (i) an additional call parameter F (ii) the modified P M for which we use 2 PropagatorGPU objects, for forward and backward propagation.
Listing 1: Implementation of RAAR for the far field (RAAR_ff.m). 
